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The singer Diana Ross said “You can’t just sit there and wait for people to give you that 

golden dream; you got to get out there and make it happen for yourself.” And Norman 

Vincent Peale said “Understanding can overcome any situation, however mysterious or 

insurmountable it may appear to be.”  

 

Sorry, there is no Annual LOG Reunion again this year, but we are hoping that as we grow 

accustomed to the “New Normal”, there will be the LOG Reunion next year on the first 

Saturday of October 2022 (1 October 2022) at 11:00 with Mass and the celebration/gathering 

after Mass in the Hall of LORETO CONVENT SCHOOL (old Skinner Street). DV. 

 

We have somewhat to report and hope you enjoy reading what has come in. Do remember 

Sister Shirley’s express voice of “Keeping in Touch”! 

 

NEWS OF LORETO SISTERS 

 

1. Sister Emer wrote to say that Sister Bernadette, Sister Deirdre and herself are all still 

staying at Nazareth House in Waterkloof Pretoria, and sent the following memorial on the 

passing of Sister Eileen Gallagher. 

 

Eileen Gallagher RIP 

 

22 January 202I 

 

The Irish poet and author John O'Donohue writes in his book “Amon Caro”, 

 

“May you recognize in your life the presence, power, and light of your soul. May you realize 

that you are never alone, that your soul in its brightness and belonging connects you 

intimately with the rhythm of the universe. May you have respect for your own individuality 

and difference." 

 

When the young Loreto Sister Maria stepped into the classroom whether in Sea Point, Strand, 

Hillcrest or Glen Cowie, none of the girls failed to be captivated by her blue eyes, which held 

in them the 

 

Light of the sun, Radiance of moon 

Splendour of fire, Speed of lightning, 

Swiftness of the wind, Depth of the sea, 

Stability of the earth, Firmness of the rock 

 

The presence, the power and the light of life 

 

Baptised Eileen on the day of her birth, this child of God, whose name means LIGHT grew 

"in wisdom and understanding" in the freedom of the Irish countryside in a loving family of 

faith. Her early years connected her intimately with the “rhythm of the universe”. Here she 

learnt that God's beauty is all around, for even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like 



the lilies of the field (Mt 6:28-30), that God cares even for the little sparrows and that she was 

valuable to God. 

 

Having started and completed her schooling in Loreto Schools in Omagh and in Dublin, she 

was Loreto through and through. Entering the Novitiate in Rathfarnham in 1951, she started 

on a life's journey that brought her to South Africa in 1954 and into the classroom. “Since 

God has chosen me, I must not be afraid”. The rhythm of her universe was now one of 

timetables, bells, lessons, tests and exams under the hot African sky. It is hard to believe that 

these structures held Sister Maria Gallagher IBVM captive. How could they? I am reminded 

of a few of the lines from the Nuns chorus in the Sound of Music, “How do you catch a cloud 

and pin it down? How do you keep a wave upon the sand? How do you hold a moonbeam in 

your hand?” 

 

As the changes in religious life brought about by the Second Vatican Council took root and 

began a new wave of inspiration there was a fire that was burning in Eileen, a new light. 

Eileen felt called to move from the classroom to work in needy communities, to train in 

development and social work. She was recognising in her soul a new “presence, power, and 

light". "The Word of the Lord was a fire burning strong and a love that never grows weary” 

(Responsorial Psalm). She was growing in wisdom and understanding and respect for her 

“own individuality and difference” in the service of God and God's people in the spirit of 

Mary Ward. 

 

The changes of Vatican II brought many challenges to Congregations as well as to the 

individuals like Eileen who were daring to walk new paths. Mary Ward in 1622, the Loreto 

Foundress, advised her followers in a time of great trial and difficulty that “Mirth at this time 

is next to grace”. In these times of challenge and newness for Eileen and right up to the very 

end of her life she never lost her sense of humour and optimism. A pilgrim with Mary Ward 

to the end. 

 

With permissions sought and granted Eileen stepped out once again, "do not be afraid", this 

time to reach out to the fallen sparrows to witness to them that "God cares what happens to 

you, for you are valuable". Now more than ever now she had had to clothe herself in new 

ways. She was called to clothe herself with tender- hearted mercy, kindness, humility, 

gentleness, patience, forgiveness and love. She plunged herself into the world of the needy 

and the marginalised to whom she showed a great love because she loved them and they 

loved her very much. In her own life and in the lives of others there was always a silver lining 

to every cloud; she brought fun and laughter to many a difficult situation and was well known 

for having a refreshing way of looking at things. 

 

Old age and illness came to Eileen and the wide world that she loved shrank. She has to give 

up her galloping and gallivanting. She could no longer venture out to seek and save the lost 

with a love that never grew weary, but she faced these changing circumstances with the same 

zest and love for life that marked every step of the journey of her life. Grateful for where she 

had been, whom she had met, what she had been able to do, what was done for her she died 

with a thankful heart - a real blessing. 

 

Karl Rahner in one of his reflections in his book “Encounters with Silence” writes so 

wonderfully 

 



I should like to remember my dead to You, O Lord, all those who once belonged to me and 

have now left me...When I look back in this way, I see my life as a long highway filled by a 

column of marching people. Every moment someone breaks out of the line and goes off 

silently. The dear ones who were, and still are, close to my heart.... my heart is now with 

them, with my loved ones who have taken their leave of me. There is no substitute for them. 

And thus, as death has trodden roughly through my life, every one of the departed has taken a 

piece of my heart with them, and often enough my whole heart. 

 

Eileen, may you recognize the presence, power, and light of your soul. May you realize that 

you were never alone, that your soul in its brightness and belonging connected you intimately 

with the rhythm of the universe and with all of us you journeyed with. 

 

To borrow from the poem that Eileen introduced me to and loved to recall each time we met, 

“Wee Hughie”, 

 

"She's gone to heaven, wee Eileen" 

 

One day we will have to break off from the line of marchers and leave .......to join you and all 

our beloved. 

 

INSTITUTE OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 

 

Mass of Thanksgiving for the life of 

 

SISTER EILEEN GALLAGHER 

 

 
 

Born: 08 December 1933 

 

Final Profession: 26 July 1959 

 

Died: 18 January 2021 

 

Patrons: St. Bernadette. St. Peter 

 

MOTTO: Thy will be done 

 

MAY SHE REST IN PEACE 



 

2. Go to www.ibvm.org for further information on the activities of Loreto Sisters. 

 

SCHOOL NEWS 

 

Please refer to the following websites for information. 

 

1. Loreto Convent School Nana Sita Road (previously Skinner Street) Pretoria at 

www.loreto.co.za  This has an updated “Timeline” to include the 140
th
 Anniversary of Loreto 

Sisters in Southern Africa.  

 

2. Loreto School Queenswood at www.loretosq.co.za  

 

3. Loreto Primary School, Strand, Cape, at www.loretops.co.za 

 

LORETO OLD GIRLS NEWS 

 

LOG “Keep In Touch” 

 

- Yvonne (Rens) Sutherland (Skinner 1952) sent the following in August 2021 

 

 
 

5 Loreto girls. All still my friends 

 

Pam Edwards nee Brown, Shirley van Heerden nee Allen,  Beatrice Bernardi nee Bowles 

Yvonne Sutherland nee Rens, Anita van Rensburg nee Badenhorst 

 

- Teresa (Walles) Neville (Msongari and Skinner 1971) phoned on 29 September 2021 

 

Thanks and Congratulations to LOGS of 1971 

 

Many thanks for your welcome call today.  

  

http://www.ibvm.org/
http://www.loreto.co.za/
http://www.loretosq.co.za/
http://www.loretops.co.za/


It is heartily encouraging to hear from the LOGS of 1971. You are the greatest in keeping up 

the LOG tradition of “Keeping in Touch”. Sister Shirley would be immensely proud of you 

all! 

  

We are delighted to hear that you will arrange a get-together either physically or by 

WhatsApp. 

  

Congratulations on your 50th year out of school = the Golden Girls of 2021! 

  

We will celebrate all next year when (DV) we will be able to continue our annual LOG 

Reunion as usual on the first Saturday in October 2022 (1 October 2022) at 11h00 with Mass 

followed by the gathering/celebration in the School Hall. 

  

Please give our Love and Blessings to all the LOGS of 1971.  

 

LOGS: Do You Remember? 

 

- Photos from Beatrice (Richardson) Eksteen (Skinner 1946) 

 

 
Taken in 1996 

 



 
Front 1945 LOGS 

Back 1946 LOGS 

 
 

LOG Memories 

 

- Yvonne (Rens) Sutherland (Skinner 1952) sent the following in September 2020 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

- Maria Ferreira (Skinner 1981) writes as follows: 

 

Just to give you a quick background: I went to Loreto Convent Skinner Street from 1977 to 

1981, the year I finished matric.   

  

I arrived in Portugal in 1986. Lived in Oporto until 1992 and then moved to Lisbon. I love 

Lisbon; it's a beautiful city; there are still some cobblestone roads in downtown and it sits on 

the banks of the Tagus River. The light is fantastic and everyone that visits Lisbon agrees on 

that. Lisbon has 7 hills from where you get the best views and photographs. There is the new 

part of Lisbon that was built for the EXPO ’98 but downtown Lisbon is quaint and built on 

stilts over the water of the river Tagus. We have the best weather in Europe and certainly the 

best food. A million and one things to do in Lisbon but a visit to a Fado Restaurant 

(https://devourlisbonfoodtours.com/blog/fado-restaurants-lisbon/)  is a must as well as a visit 

to the Belém area where you can go and eat the famous Pasteis de Belém 

(https://www.tripadvisor.pt/Restaurant_Review-g189158-d939704-Reviews-

Pasteis_de_Belem-Lisbon_Lisbon_District_Central_Portugal.html and visit the Belém Tower 

(https://www.lisbon.net/belem-tower).  

https://devourlisbonfoodtours.com/blog/fado-restaurants-lisbon/
https://www.tripadvisor.pt/Restaurant_Review-g189158-d939704-Reviews-Pasteis_de_Belem-Lisbon_Lisbon_District_Central_Portugal.html
https://www.tripadvisor.pt/Restaurant_Review-g189158-d939704-Reviews-Pasteis_de_Belem-Lisbon_Lisbon_District_Central_Portugal.html
https://www.lisbon.net/belem-tower


  

I work for a Hungarian Pharmaceutical Company in Lisbon. I’m the Office Manager / 

Financial Controller and I love working there.   

  

Take care and be safe.  

Best regards, 

Maria Ferreira 

 

LOG Bits and Bobs 

 

- Cecilia (Bettini) Wilson (Skinner 1968) wrote as follows (September 2020): 

 

Morning  

 

It is indeed sad that there is no reunion this year as I had decided that it was time to take a trip 

up to Pretoria from the South Coast and visit the Convent, family and friends; however, it is 

not to be. 

 

As some might know, we returned to South Africa from the UK in 1995 and have lead a 

really fulfilling life, which includes 4 of us being voluntary lifeguards and committee 

members of our local Surf Lifesaving Club, probably the best 8+ years of my life, absolutely 

loved it. 

 

Being in SA has been good for us all, with our 4 children doing exceedingly well; my son is a 

systems analyst for an international company and at present doing his B.Sc Bachelors and 

Honours Degree combined, middle daughter has an Honours in Law in Education and is a 

high school teacher and HOD, youngest daughter is a financial manager for a national 

company in SA; can't complain about that.  

 

Our oldest daughter, who had a small drama school in Durban, has now moved back to the 

UK with her husband and 2 children as her husband decided the UK was the best opportunity 

for the children, I'm not sure if it was a wise decision as she is very homesick, but then my 

husband and I made a similar move from SA to the UK in 1974 and then back here again in 

1995 and it did us no harm.  Luckily, my husband, being from the UK, has all his family still 

there so she has some support and hubby goes back to the UK often. 

 

Our middle daughter still lives at home with the youngest and my son living about 20 minutes 

away, so near enough to see them often.     

 

My husband has now officially retired, but keeping busy rebuilding his workshop and will 

carry on with his love of woodworking.  I'm still working as a claims negotiator for a legal 

firm, been there for over 13 years now, working from home and actually quite enjoying it 

although I do miss my morning journey from Amanzimtoti into Durban. I always called it 

'my time', but it cannot be helped, one door closes and another opens. Working from home 

makes our 5 dogs very happy though! 

 

I have over the last few years I managed to contact Jennifer Meyer and we caught up on 

news, etc, and decided it would be nice to try and get everyone from our year back together at 

some stage, but like everything else, work commitment and family, not to mention Covid 19, 

got in the way. 



 

I'm still trying to reconnect with Merope Nichols as we attended the school reunion together 

in 1995, my first year back here. I have, unfortunately lost contact with her; also trying to 

locate Cheryl van der Merwe who seems to have disappeared which is such a shame as we 

were quite close at school. 

 

Enough rambling; news was asked for and news you got!  

 

I best get back to work but sending fondest memories and regards to all who might still 

remember me. 

 

Cecilia Wilson (nee Bettini) 

 

LOG Obituaries 

 

We note with sadness and sincere condolences the passing of the following. 

 

Carla (Alfama) Canha (Skinner 1981) passed away on 7 July 2020; Irene Patricia Crosbie 

(Sea Point) passed away on 19 February 2019, aged 85. 

 

LOGS Who Have Moved House 

 

Margaret (Wickham) Collins (Skinner 1951) has moved from the family home to the 

Heuweloord Retirement Village. 

 

LOG Travellers 

 

- Natasha Odendaal (Skinner 1987) writes as follows: 

 

Hello from Texas  

  

Just wanted to let you know that I and 2 friends that I work with went to Tanzania in June and 

we summited Mt Kilimanjaro on June 25 at 2:32 pm.  Photos enclosed.  We had a SA FLAG, 

a Filipino flag and a USA FLAG   JANET is the Physical Therapist who works with me in 

the  private practice I own (originally from the Philippines) and Eliza is the Speech Therapist 

that always travels with us.  I had a list of all my classmates from LOG 1987 with me that I 

carried to the roof of Africa.  Was truly special!    

  

Love to you and all.  May 2021 continue to be a safe year and a blessed year.   

Natasha Odendaal 

 



   
 

 

  
 

 

LOG Inspirations 

 

- Father Kevin Reynolds (Skinner and Hillcrest Loreto Old Boy) writes as follows: 

 

SAME AS, SAME AS….. 

Fr Kevin Reynolds 

 

 Without a doubt our being locked down as the result of Covid19 has affected all of 

our lives. Despite our focus on the virus – or should I rather say, our avoidance of it – we 

have been distracted from many aspects of our regular lives. 

 One area of my priestly ministry that has been affected by lockdown restrictions has 

been my inability to visit patients in hospital. Only on a couple of occasions did families of 

patients obtain special permission from hospital authorities for me to visit their loved one. Of 

course, I am not speaking of Covid19 patients who have been totally bereft of pastoral visits. 



 We have all been challenged to continue taking care of aspects of our lives other than 

those affected by the virus. 

 Simply put, our lives have had to carry on in as normal a way as possible. For me, this 

has meant ministering to people in their homes who have struggled with health problems 

other than those caused by the virus. Here I am thinking specifically of those who have been 

afflicted with cancer. 

 This year in March I found myself ministering to a parishioner, Jeanette McKenna, I 

had known for nearly fifty years. She had been diagnosed with cancer of the bladder. I 

prepared Jeanette spiritually for the major surgery of removing her bladder by bringing her 

the Sacrament of the Sick and Holy Communion. Sadly I could not visit her in hospital after 

her surgery. 

 As soon as Jeanette returned home I again regularly brought her the Sacraments. The 

urologist who had performed her surgery advised her to visit an oncologist with a view to her 

having chemotherapy. I recall the day after her visit Jeanette’s telephoning me to say how 

much she believed in the power of the Sacrament of the Sick. Her oncologist had ruled that 

she did not need chemotherapy. 

 About four months after her surgery this brave woman had to have a scan which 

revealed that her cancer had spread to her spine. I immediately visited Jeanette with the 

Sacraments. She was hospitalised for a week to facilitate her receiving five sessions of 

radiation therapy. I remember vividly that already on her second day in hospital Jeanette was 

placed on morphine, so severe was her pain. 

 Once again when she returned home I resumed my regular visits to her. Fortunately 

the Lord spared Jeanette further pain by taking her to heaven but two weeks after she had 

returned home. 

 At a simple committal service at the retirement complex where Jeanette had lived her 

friends gathered to reminisce on her life of 85 years. One speaker narrated how she and 

Jeanette had started school together in Springs eight decades before. By coincidence they 

ended up living in the same retirement complex which allowed her to hold Jeanette’s hand to 

the very moment of her death. 

 I must say how touched I was by this friend’s words. It is not often that one comes 

across friendship that is literally life-long. 

 That is the point I wish to emphasise that even in times of lockdown we need to 

continue doing well the small but not insignificant things that make up our daily lives. 

 

 

- Father Mike Van Heerden (Strand Loreto Old Boy) from Durbanville Cape Town gives 

encouragement in the following: 

 

Dear Friends in Christ, 

 

What has become clear over the last year and a half of the pandemic is that everyone is going 

to be called in the next thirty years to accept many changes in our ways of living – a 

transformation to what thinkers are calling the “post-normal”. Great fluctuations in weather 

patterns: in the form of flooding and heat waves with forest fires, have shown the urgency to 

embrace cleaner forms of energy to stop climate change and save the planet. Various social 

upheavals around the world and in South Africa have shown the need for ongoing social 

transformation for a more equitable distribution of resources. The mental anxiety of many 

during this pandemic has also shown the universal need for new ways of looking at life – a 

new mind-set. The Modern Era, issued in by the industrial revolution, has made the 

scientific, physical world view the dominant one globally. But, this pandemic has shown how 



vulnerable that world view can be. We have seen that for a complete vision of life one needs 

more than just what is physical – one needs a mental transformation that enables us to see 

that which is eternal and spiritual.  Every country is concerned about how many of its citizens 

are vaccinated so that they can achieve herd immunity. Countries should be equally 

concerned that there are enough citizens with vision and goodness to carry society forward to 

be transformed into that post normal society required for human survival on earth.  

When we look at today’s scripture readings, we see that Christ puts before His disciples three 

challenges in regards to the Christian mind-set. The first challenge of the Christian 

mind-set is not to strive for things that perish, but for things that have lasting value. The 

people of Galilee had just witnessed the miraculous multiplication of the loaves and fishes - 

which we heard about in last Sunday’s gospel reading. Now, when they find Jesus again, as 

we hear in today’s gospel reading, he challenges them: “Truly, truly I say to you- you seek 

me, not because you saw signs, but because you ate your fill of the loaves. Do not labour for 

the food that perishes – but for the food which endures to eternal life – which the Son of Man 

will give to you” (John 6:26-27). God is challenging us at this time of the pandemic to see the 

spiritual signs which lie beneath the physical and are the foundation of reality. The physical is 

that which passes – the spiritual is that which endures.  Renoir, the great French artist 

suffered dreadfully from arthritis. His hands were twisted and deformed – the knuckles 

swollen. But even when he could only hold the brush clumsily between the thumb and 

forefinger because there was no power in his other fingers – he tirelessly worked on. His 

condition became so bad that he had to be carried to his easel each day – but he never 

complained – he remained cheerful and serene. One day his friend Matisse called and found 

Renoir painting as usual. At one point he winced with pain and the brush fell from his hand. 

Torn with pity Matisse cried out: “Why torture yourself like this, Master? You have done so 

much. You may be well satisfied!” After a moment’s thought, Renoir looked up and replied: 

“The pain I suffer is momentary, but the beauty I create will be permanent!” What we are 

challenged to be are instruments of transformation like Renoir and, like him, to realize 

that transformation is a conscious choice. We are challenged to continually choose to see 

reality in all its dimensions and not only in one dimension. When writing to the Church in 

Ephesus, as we hear in our second reading, St Paul writes: “. . . be renewed in the spirit of 

your minds and put on a new nature, created after the likeness of God in true righteousness 

and holiness” (Ephesians 4: 24). For most people - nothing happens until the pain of 

remaining the same outweighs the pain of change. Change is inevitable in the end – but, it 

can come too late. Much of the thinking in our world is one dimensional and, so, we can say 

that we are deformed by our conformity to this. We need to be transformed into the way in 

which Christ sees reality. 

The second challenge that Christ issues to us today is that we have to work at our faith. 

The disciples ask him in today’s gospel as to what is the work of God and He replies: “This is 

the work of God – that you believe in Him who He has sent” (John 6:29). Graham Green, the 

famous English journalist and novelist, once wrote a short story to describe his conversion to 

Christianity and the Catholic faith. It tells the story of a small town in Southern Spain during 

the Spanish civil war. The communist barber was elected the new major of the town and the 

first promise he made when assuming office was that he would rid the town of the local 

priest.  On hearing of that threat the priest promptly put on his cassock, walked across the 

piazza from the church to the barber shop and sat down in the barber‘s chair. “I would like a 

haircut and shave – please Mr Mayor,” said the priest. While the barber was shaving the 

priest – with every stroke of the cut throat – he thought of the threat he had made - but could 

not bring himself to inflict any harm on the priest. At the end of the haircut and shave – while 

he stood paying the bill – the priest looked at the barber with a friendly smile. “You see Mr 

Mayor, today you have been delivered into God’s hands and now you will have to work daily 



on your lifelong journey of salvation.” Transformation is not a future event – it is a 

present, everyday activity.  At times of upheaval and doubt we have to work all the more 

harder to deepen and preserve that gift of faith. Percy Shelley, once wrote that he had had his 

hands burnt from holding onto God. We too have to work at our transformation daily. In 

today’s first reading, the Israelites in the desert were facing famine and a lack of food. God 

promised that He would feed them with manna from heaven – but, in order to see whether 

they would follow God’s law or not – they would have to gather that manna day in and day 

out and that would define their exodus to the “promised land”. As we face the famine of the 

pandemic we too have to work daily on our life of faith. Our pilgrimage to the Holy Land 

also means that we must gather the Bread of life everyday so that we can be sustained unto 

everlasting life. 

That brings us to the final challenge that Christ issues to His disciples. He says that just as 

God gave the Israelites the manna in the desert so too He will give to all who ask for the true 

bread that gives life to the world. He then goes on to say: “I am the bread of life, he who 

comes to me shall not hunger, and he who believes in me shall never thirst” (John 6:35). 

The idea of the bread of life gives us a glimpse into the mind of God. Christ, who co-

ordinates all of creation and Whose Spirit holds all things in unity and being - is the deepest 

part of reality. Just as His spirit sustains all of the physical world – so too He sustains us in 

our existence through the same Spirit. When something disturbs that unity of creation – such 

as this pandemic - it is the Spirit Who works tirelessly to restore the harmony. When 

something disturbs our inner harmony and transformation in the Spirit – we must not let this 

draw us away from the depths of the Spirit, but it must draw us deeper into the source of life. 

The living bread that comes down from heaven is our support and consolation at these 

difficult times. Albert Schweitzer once wrote: “Success is not the key to happiness – 

happiness is the key to success!” In Christ we are able to succeed in any challenge. As Percy 

Shelley wrote:         

 

Life may change, but it may fly not; 

Hope may vanish, but can die not; 

Truth be veiled, but still it burneth; 

Love repulsed, - but it returneth! 

 

Every Blessing – Father Mike 

 

LOG To Do List 

 

Here is the LOG “to do” list:  Send news, memories, events, adventures (funny or otherwise), 

festivities, achievements, anniversaries and bereavements for future LOG Newsletters.  

Please let us know if your email address changes.  Look on the website www.loreto.co.za for 

LOG newsletters from 2011 to 2020.  Also for Reports and photos of LOG Reunions. 

 

Send all LOG correspondence to loretooldgirls1950@gmail.com 

http://www.loreto.co.za/
mailto:loretooldgirls1950@gmail.com

